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• Do we understand 
the intersections?   

Combining wind launching mechanisms 
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In LMXBs, the source of thermal 
driving is Compton heating  
(Begelman, McKee, & Shields 1983). 

Intuition may tell you that given a 
high enough radiation flux,  
thermal winds can be driven 
arbitrarily close to the black hole - 
this is not so!  

Thermal driving  

T_IC = T_escape sets the critical radius: R_IC = GM mbar/k T_IC

Compton temperature depends on the 

spectrum of radiation, not on its 

intensity!



Magnetic driving  

Two forms: 
1. Magneto-centrifugal driving 
(Blandford-Payne mechanism) 
2. ‘Magnetic pressure driving’, 
or poloidal acceleration

From Ustyugova et al. (1999)
From Zanni et al. (2007)



Magnetothermal driving  

See Tsinganos (2007)

Equivalently, compare the Michel 

velocity with the outflow velocity!

(FMR if V_M >> V_w)



Upper limit on field strength: 
Disk must be capable of supporting the magnetic field: magnetic 
energy must be significantly less than the rotational energy 

Lower limit on field strength: 
Magnetic energy must be comparable to thermal energy 

Basic constraints for MHD disk winds 

Red line:

FMR if 
V_M >> V_Kep

Disk surface (instead of midplane) quantities



In a nutshell: Thermal winds struggle 
to produce velocities > 200km/s. 

Combining thermal and MHD wind models   

From Higginbottom & Proga (2015) From Tzeferacos et al. (2013)



Based on previous studies, one would expect the addition of a strong  
poloidal magnetic field to provide a boost to the velocity.

It turns out that the ‘primary’ thermal disk wind is instead suppressed 
upon adding magnetic fields.  

The potential for suppression is easy to 
understand in hindsight: 

If the magnetic fields are strong 
enough to reshape the streamlines, 
the conditions may no longer be 
optimal to acceleration. 
- mainly, the flow tube area is reduced 

Magnetothermal wind models: expectations vs. findings    
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Magnetothermal wind models: setup    





Main result: suppression of the thermal wind in low beta regions
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Main result: suppression of the thermal wind in low beta regions



Conclusions    

Magnetothermal winds at R_IC are slower than purely thermal winds 
near the Compton radius.  The velocity suppression is a flow area effect.

A viable model for many LMXBs is likely to be found well within the Compton 
radius, where the FMR regime can be reached.  

However, the kinetic luminosities can still be higher at mid-latitudes.   
The details depend on the radial distribution of the B-field.  


